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(112) bAt report C302W0A
Transient radiation effects on certain (240 circuits in the 4000 sari**I Gumar Goranson and others December 1961I
A mmer of simple OW0 circuits from the 4000 series were studied in a transient

radiation uavirommsnt by flash X-ray equipment at FOA 3 at Linkping. The performnc of

the circuits was studied under different operating conditions both during and after the

radiation pulse. At the sam tim some important practical experience was gained in

taking the neasuremnts.
The radiation was applied as a transient dose at a dose rate of about

S
2 x 10 rad/o (total dose of about 15 red over 120 no), is a type of radiation which my
be produced by nuclear explosions.

Investigations were mods on a numer of the simplest types of CMOS circuit. It

was found that transient radiation can produce a relatively large effect on CM06 circuits

of the standard type. This was also observed in so.. radiation-proofed variants. Sows

wide variations occur between different makes and different types.

A3 Iffects of nuclear explosions, and protective measures

(113) bOA report C20445-A3
Flown heights outside windows (in English)
Bolf Jamson and Dengt Onnermerk March 1982

In order to predict the spread of fire from one window in a facade to another

above it, we need to know the height of flaws outside a window. A serie of ezperimmnts
USm as in order to study the relation between certain parmters of a combust ion

cbmber sod the f lom height z . The result is summarised in the formula:

a-(.J - )IU, whore I is the rate ofcombustion in the chaer (kg/in), R I is

the rate of combustion required to ignito the chmbr thoroughly, A is the area of the

wisdow opening and U(s) is its height. The value obtained for the series was

a 00.7.

(114) bOA vap.t C3243-A3
Maeugmmt of traneisats prodused by excitation of the Viggsn--37 aircraft
with a Pulsed tor~t
900 smadd October 1961
This repeseas ntains a account of field eAl voltage usasurements of the

ensitatien of A Viese aitcft with a pulsed current. The"se maueilnts ware us in

eeaJtem with ligttnin ues" en the now aireweft am* by SAWB-UCAII. Despeni- j
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Th. solubility of reactor-activated uraniu glass particles in the rum juices

of a cow
StUB Doverhall and others November 1981

Artificial particles of uranum glass were produced in order to resmle short-
range fall-out. The particles used in this introductory experiment were of 100-200 ltar

diameter. After being irradiated with neutrons in a reactor they contained fission

products from 21. The solubility of these fission products was tested in the rumen

juices from acow at p6 1.5 and 7.5 over two different incubation periods (I and 7 days).

The amount of dissolved activity wassmsured with a germenium detector. The measured

aimints of fission products were considerably loe then expected, probably owing to hard

bonding to the glass. The conclusion drumn is that the particles made from uranium glass

are unsuitable for studying the transfer of fission products from the digestive tract to

eg meat and milk in experimental animals. On the other hand there is some advantage in

using the*e artificial particles where it is intended to study radiation effects from an

intake of fallout in animals, dg ruminants. So serious effects are thought to be

produced by long passage time as regards the solution of activity from these particles.

(116) FGA report C40147-A3
Computer unit for radioactivity
Wren Sultan January 1982

The existing calculator for radioactivity, model 601. can be supplemen ted by a

computer unit. 'Simple experimnts have shown that it is entirely possible to use pre-

progrmmd units in the radioactive protection organisat ion. The principal functions on

the calculator can be easily progrmmd into a unit. Its applications are limited to

Battalion UQ level or shove.* A very rugged calculating system is needed at Company

level, and the calculator is to be preferred in this case. A computer wait today costs

about 1000-2000 when priced individually. This type of unit can be programd alpha-

hetizally, so that it can be interrogated in plain language for various measurements.

The one.rtwaitias for a woginput are drastically reduced.

K - The comuer unit arn also be obtaine" in a form adatd to the user. it is
then suplied with only the essential keys. These can be supplied with an optionalI
taxt. A fixed store with stor"d progrm aer be developed. The total development cost

for a user-aeptud cell is about au 100-130k. This price does not include any special
facilities anticab% to militigy use.

ase vumonafty of the comuter unit u to the W effet waa not4
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B4 Microbiology in overall defence

(118) 10A report A40037-34
The role of micro-organis in oil spillage. A catalogue of the problem end
study of the literature
Boger Rof fey and others January 1982
The microbial breakdown (bio-degradation) of oil has been found to be an

important process for the &aeing of oil and its eventual precipitation from a marine
enviro t. lio-dsgradation is the dominant factor for the settlement of oil out of any
given environment. Studies of the rate of degradation can afford answers to how long oils

will persist in a medium if clearance operations are not performed, ag on beaches or at
sa.

The report describes the micro-organisms and the mechanism by which they can
break down oil pollution at sea. The limiting factors in microbial degradation are also
discussed, end the manner in which a possible stimulation of the degradation process
might he brought about.

Studies of the importance of bio-degradat ion in the sea, the beach zone and
bottom sediments in the case of some major shipwrecks are briefly described.

The report is a sumary of a literature search up to 1961 inclusive, which was
undertaken with respect to the role of micro-organism in oil spillage.

The need is explained for further research and development in this field. The
report was compiled at the instance of Stockholm T.U.

(119) "A& report D40069-S4
Microbial problem in the long-term, storage of aircraft fuel in underground
caverns. Interim Report 4.Feray92
lager Rof feyFeray18
This report constitutes a summary of investigations carried out from I July 1981

to 31 December 1981 concerning microbial problem in the long-term storage of aircraft
fuel in underground caverns, at the instance of the national Comittee on Economic

Defence.
* ealierThe results in this interim report represent a continuation of the work done

erirand reported in Interim reports 1, 2 and 3 (2, 3, 4. This interim report can
therefore be said to constitute an informal report on the state of the project and an
account of work over the past 6 maths.

A method has been worked out for determining the rate of conversion of sulphates
to hydrogen sulpbids in the gor1 1ma water and and of underground caverns, using a

radiological tacbmique. This method is of high sensitivity and is able to detect at an
early stop whether, and to what aztent, hydrogen sulphida is being produced In ground
water.

As laweipt ion of dth a . ~and microbiological situation was performed
iin msefllatiam W 154. Amg ehsee things it shew that a mlms of 14 g of sulphate
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Some preliminary studies have been made to test whether zinc chloride, copper

sulphate and sodium molybdenate can be used as inhibiting agents. The studies have been

continued. now in model system which simulate underground conditions, to see whether

alkalisation of ground water is able to inhibit the formation of hydrogen sulphide in

underground caverns.
Work has continued on developing a chemical method of analysis based on

polarography. Apart from measuring elementary sulphur, a development is in progress

to adapt this method of analysis so as to be able also to detect the presence of

mercaptana in the fuel.

Development has also been initiated on an alternative test by silver corrosion.

This method should mke it possible to achieve a higher degree of sensitivity and permit

en objective evaluation of corrosiveness as compared with the standard procedures. Using

this method it should be possible to discover early whether the fuel is beginning to

become corrosive, and how fast this is happening.

Tests have been carried out on purifying corrosive fuel by aluminium oxide,

though with unsatisfactory results.

Studies are in hand to evaluate the purifying capacity of various solid

adsorbents, such as copper and mlecular sieves. it is necessary for this capacity to

be known before any tests on a pilot scale can be started.

Scandiaconsult has drafted some proposals for a pilot plant to purify corrosive

fuel, using solid adsorbents. It is based on a plate filter unit. Proposals have also

been submitted as to how a purification plant ought to look on the large scale.

C POUCTIG - WCAL

C1 Threat scenario

(120) 10£ report A40036-Cl
Shin penetration by organic phosphorus compounds - a survey of the literature
Tome Oberg December 1981

Published informetion has been collected on shin penetration by what are known

as nerve &ses and allied substances. The substances examined include sarin, saman. V1,

tabum, parathion end paraozon. Experimmntal data are reported for both human skin and

for test aimals.

(121) 10A report £40039-Ct
Normel operations ad simlated accidents at the SAW plant in Iorrtorp.
Preliminary analysis of precant ions against an escape of substances injurious
to health and the envirment. fart 3: Summary report

*Par 01.f Grombom sd othes January 1982 1

Precations taken against the escape of substances Injurious to health and

the snvrmst from the plunmed Installatien at 3.rrtsr of the Swedish Garbage
Comwerista Cempe (SAM) how been analysed. The analysis was performed with the aid

* of thssmeeieel studis o.ceubustiam esmditioe in the plammed destruction funae, and
of a r - f simulated occideas Web& py men the ifely maximi levels of damage
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substances found by Incomplete comoastion. The most serious risk of an escape of

substances injurious to health and the environment from reception points and dtop is

considered to be that of fire, which my effect poisonous substances stored in the

vicinity.

Several precautions are suggested which my eliminato or reduce the dangers of

an aeape. The most important of them is that of rendering combustion in the destruction

*furnace as efficient as possible, end of designin dums and handling mothods to that

large quantities of poisonous garbage cantbe stored together with or in the neighbour-

hood of combustible materials.

(122) POA report C40129--CI
Voew's guide to the rOi8 database
Murt Permson and Joars lejIms October 1981
The Defence Research gatebismnt in 1975 was given the task .he Civil

Defence bard (CWi) to produce papers for the CPS study on "Radioactive chemical
risks durifg wartim eand other emrgsncies" (the T0K study). Tha larg, Aty of

intonmation obtained by the. PIf in connection with the production of do,. .- tat ion

received asinly fro District Couscila has been stored on a database entitled 20M.

This databmse a beew used to provide sries to tbe District Council*.

The report gives a broad description of the structure of the database end

prrautions against any usautborised access to the informatiLon.

bias are given on heir to perform the input of new information, end on bow

the production of standard-bistrict list* is performed. Sam general models of, and

suggestions for, the usdifietima., search and listing of information in the database

(123 WAeIport C4O 144-Cl

Sialaed aecidesto at the SAM pl.ant In Uorrtorp. Prelliminary analysis of

pamaims inet s amie at- owboago of subamge to health and

* veSOMO doe 104 Um f Some of 4~e In diffeet stages of hisdling at the
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This report is Part I of three reports on the SAKAB plant at Norrtorp. Part 2

deals with the combustion furnace and Part 3 is a summing-up.

(124) FOA report C40145-CI
Normal operations and simulated accidents at the SAKAB plant in Norrtorp.
Preliminary analysis of precautions against an escape of substances injurious
to health and the environment. Part 2: the combustion furnace
Per Olof Granbom and others December 1981

Conditions for the normal operation of the furnace plant are described, and in

connection with this the risks are discussed of a continuous escape of very low

concentrations of organic toxic substances. Two simulated accidents are described which

are assumed will produce the greatest likely quantities of leakage. These simulated

accidents have constituted an aid in defining the precautions to be taken against

accidents and leakages, and are not to be regarded as illustrations of probable accidents,

but as a basis by which to scale the precautions. Some other precautions are discussed,

starting from a description of normal operations. The most serious source of leakages

of toxic substances is considered to be continuous escapes of very low concentrations

of toxic substances over long periods owing to incomplete combustion. The most important

precautions for reducing any such risk are the optimisati-n of the conditions of

combustion by accurate recordings of the operating conditions and analysing the content

of toxic substances in slag, ash, dust and fumes over about half a year after start-up.

Running checks and analyses are also needed during future operations, though on a reduced

scale.

This report is Part 2 of three reports on the SAK.B plant at Norrtorp. Part I

deals with transport, reception and storage. Part 3 is a sim-ing-up.

C2 Protective measures

(125) FOA report AM0038-C2
The suitability of compressed-air circuits for compressed-air masks. An
investigation in different industries
Roger Sundqvist February 1982

For the purpose of investigating the extent to which breathing apparatus on a

compressed-air supply is receiving contaminated air, the compressed-air system in

25 industries was examined.

The factors investigated include oil mist in the gaseous and aerosol phases,

carbon monoxide and relative humidity. The effec. of various filters was also studied.

Very good breathable air is obtained as a rule with oil-free compressors, On

the other hand the air from oil-lubricated compressors is of uncertain quality. Most

of the compressed-air systems under investigation however contain concentrations of

oil mist which clearly lie below the hygienic limits in force. Some of the filters

employed function rather poorly. Some of them were also found to be clogged with oil

and fed en oil mist into the compressed air.

No carbon monoxide could be detected from any of the compressors under

investigation.

The location of air intakes into the compressors must be taken into account

when the air is intended for breathing protection.

M



(126) FOA report C40149-C2
The destruction of phenarsazine chloride (Adameite) by sulphuric acid-bath
degradation
Monica Lindmark January 1982

Acid-bath degradation or wet combustion is a method of destruction which began

to be used on a large scale in the mid-1970s in order to reduce the quantity of

combustible radioactive waste.

Wet combustion of an organic arsenic compound was studied in this investigation.

Degradation is performed in hot concentrated sulphuric acid, with either nitric

acid or hydrogen peroxide as an oxidising agent. The reaction proceeds faster with

hydrogen peroxide, since this is a more efficient oxidising agent than nitric acid,

although with hydrogen peroxide a more uncontrolled process is obtained with a greater

consequent risk of explosions.

The speed of reaction depends on the oxidising agent, reaction temperature and

the dose rate of the oxidising agent.

During the experiments we obtained a destruction ratio of 99.91 in terms of

adamsite.

D AIUNITION AND WEAPON TECHNOLOGY

DI Technology of explosives

(127) FOA report C20436-DI
Prolongation of the service life of HTPB-based propellants
Roland Sanddn January 1982

The service life was determined for various propellants in which the bonding

agent was based on hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene (NTPB). All the propellants

contained 85% ammanium perchlorate. The experiments were performed in a plastograph at

a temperature of 580 C. Two types of hardening agent, DDI and IPDI, were tested. A

longer service life was obtained with IPDI than with DDI. The effects of various

additives were tested. Iron compounds such as the combustion catalysts Fe203 and

n-butyl ferrocene considerably reduce the service life. The catalytic effect on

hardening of these iron compounds is largely destroyed by the addition of tetracycline

and certain other metal complex-forming organic compounds, and service lives were

obtained which are about as long as if no iron compounds had been added.

(128) FOA report C20449-DI
Setback tests for cast blocks of hexotonal, octonal and octal

Ola Listh March 1962

At the request of Messrs Bofors the sensitivity to shock was studied in cast

blocks of hexotonal, octonal and octol. The blocks were produced and prepared at Bofors ,

and afterwards tested on the setback simulator at FOA.

These tests donstrated that octal is mrs sensitive than octonal, which in

turn is more sensitive than haxotonal. However further information is required if any

conclusions are to be drawn as to the greatest amount of split base which can be

%0 tolerated in a shell.
0Experience gained from the tests abowed that scm improvement of the test

methods or the introduction of a different method of testing is desirable from the

aspect of costs.

-AMP- I I
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(129) b" report C20450-DI
Supplementary experiments on the effect of stone filling on the propse of an
explosion of an air/hydogen mixture in a closed space
Henrik Alzstram and others March 1982

At the request of ASEA-ATOf supplementary experiments were performed on the

effect of stone filling on the progress of an explosion in an air/hydroen mixture in

an enclosed space. This investigation is a continuation of experiments performed at the

National Nuclear Power Inspoctorate (Alustrbn and Berglund, 1981).

The new features about this series of experiments are that the shock tubes

employed had been extended to double their length and that some ny types of rock were

tested.

Three grades of gravel were included in the investigations. They were supplied

by Messrs Sydsten and are of a quality which may be actively considered for a filter

plant at Barsebick.

D3 Rocket engine technology and associated ballistics

(130) FOA report C20444-D3
Computerised measuring system at FOA Branch 27. Evaluation program for rocket
motor tests
Sren Hasselrot February 1982

Software for the computerised measuring systems in the Branch consists mainly

of three programs each of which controls one stage, depending on the time of measuremt:

count-down, data collection and evaluation. This report deals with the evaluation

portion of the system used at Grindsjbn for rocket engine trials. Development of the

program was directed towards an automatic evaluation with a minimn of human intervention

and other factors, thus rendering the results consistent and reproducible.

The report first gives an account of the physical backsround, including ho,

various time intervals are defined. This is followed by a description of the mat

important methods for achieving automatic operation, such as scaming the time intervals,

and the combination of stated lists of variables with that required for the evaluation

run. It also describes the structure of the program and subroutines, and how they are

combined into a workable program. Finally som instructions are given on starting-up

the program, what evaluation and output data can be stored and how output can be

controlled.

D4 Technical aspects o. warheads

(131) bOA report C20437-D4
The effect of AMO explosive with added aluminium in underwater detonations
Henrik Alstrbm and others January 1982

This report contains the results of tests performed with AhMO, with and without

added aluoinium. Contents of up to 192 aluminium were tested.

The chares were fired at depths of 10 m, and pressure-time curves were recorded

at four different distances from the charge.

The results reported include mexiom pressure, pulse density and energy density

of the wressure-time curve as functions of the distance and weight of the charge, end

bubble-pulse emergie for different compositions of amiua nitrate/oil/alumblum .
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(132) Coptrsmlto of an Suter boom under stress by an atmospheric

ojk wave
1. aseborn and J.1. Jonasson January 1962

The report presents the analytic solution in terms of elasticity theory for

baswhen subjected to a dynamic load (the Bernoulli-Suler theory). Rending and the
distribution of ito and shear forces are determined as a function of time.

Three conditions-of su-pport are considered: free support, double-ended fixed

clamping and single-ended fixed claming. The dynamic load is assmed to consist of an
over-preesuro phase directly followed by an under-pressure phase.

The object of the report is to submit a mathmtical method for studying

reaction to the support,* and the distribution of moments and shear forces at times

imdiately after a bean undergos the stress of an aerial shock wave, is during the

stage when most building materials can be regarded as being linearly elastic.

D6 system studies

(134) Fft report C20441-DS
Som applications of reo sensing at the Defence Research Establismnt in
Norway. Report of a study visit 19-20 November 1981
Anders Vellving February 1982

At the Defence Research Ustabliseemnt in Norway an interesting development is

proceeding of methods for remote sensing and mapmaking. During a two-day visit some

information was obtained, including terrain signature studies,, measurements of levels

of illumination, digital methods for the treatment of SAR recordings, radar techniques

for measuring the depth of snow, geographical data processing etc. Some possibilities

for co-operation ware discussed.

(135) 1OA report C20642-DS (A3)
10* conference on data-processing of geographical information
Marjorie Nilssos nd 4nders Valiving February 1982

The POA conference on the data-processing of geographical information on

29 October M98 assembled a Mood 40 participants, including 17 spakers. The object

of the conference was to review projects in progress in which geographical data-
processing form. an important pert, and to explore acme possibilities for greater
co-operation ad the eiichmge of experience internally within the M* Aong other
things access to, and the moed for Input data, software, euipmnt and meth ods ware
reported for the various projects.

a1' C-M rW - Com--om
(136 FOAreport A30031-2

Icoining raditien - a threat to modrn electronics? An elenentarr

a euitivity of Vaious somicmsto taeeos ane also eoaim, said enmgwe are
X given of hew a ot aned m we ""dus am be a"""en.

4'
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(137) MDA report C30234-1
UM- a compuater program for analysing and optiimaing microwave circuits

Conner lilipsoso Decmbr 1981
OMis a general-purpose comuter program for snalysing and optiafingu

microwave circuits. It can be asd both for the diumosining of components and complex
system. The prepo contains a emposent library a3" routines for the interconnectionIand optimizatimn of uiceo networks.

The report describe, the oastruction of the program and its constituent pert.
Interconmection an optimist" v etimee are specially coesidered. An account is also
given of the Baia program and the amwdsutne.

for the nw of these is a detailed guide Which shohw, to operate the
prograi. A epact"l diaufen6 is devoed to how, the coqionent library can be supplewmated
to seat particular meede of the neer.

in order to demnstrate the possibilities of NW it is shown how to use the
program In dimensioning a circulator.

(138) PMA report C302453
Impressions from the fourth International ladam Conference am hie do tender

a zuvdst ecember 1961
The report gives an accoun of earn of the no"e interest iss papers read at

the fourth International Radom Conference am he do Bandar. 10-12 June 1961. It is
introduced by a review of the current state of raistechnique.

(139) IDOA report C30251-2
Measurements of capacitance transients at deep levele in p-type 106 structures
Wari-ousrik Rydia Decmbr 1981
An investigation baa beum asde into the anergy state i the band aperture of

p-type N06 components by ane of deep-level transient spectroscopy (UUU) saouemte.
from which, two different state* could be dietinguished.,

(i) A vide distribution of ectatee with a peek concetration, of
3.10~m~W between 0.3 and 0.4 .1 over the edge of the valence hand was observed
in momhet-treated Ca-oidee) ales. These istates disappear by heat treta
at over 400'C and 30 s after metalieing. It ca he determined from measuremnts
that the states a located entirely an the antertor.

(ii) one *s$gl enery Ivel ma Observed at 3 + 0 .35 ei which did sot
disappear en heat treamt at tomprasum below 4W0C130 min. Neasuremmnt indicates
that the lenel is preceat so only In the silieenlsilicom diceide interface. but elso

Vemy in"o the bulk interna.

(140) ICA sport C30238-
she d lo miarms ciremtiw. Shud viite to the 111 0ntaber 3961

* be-GusafbmemDecebe 1901
am ber 1911etepied a *,te af am 'huepv WL*"t deelge at the

vavimnap" of CaOifeemi. Un lameba" VOW. !k * I-mo asRON the dosi of

so - g 4me-dSairnAt desio. the
OWN" waft lmam"#O s$ 010 *a "06" O A to deelge ma

Owlfte 0" a* A"s *9 0 "eamr.



al Reconaissance, target location and fire centrol
(141) YOA report 13005312

FO3 costributious at the 2ai Scadisaviam conferee on imps amlysie,
belai 15-17 3m. 1961 (1. Salk)

3Sains of the P03 papers ane as Sfobloe:

R.L.T. Caebr:Ateat.m of2-sgbcddbnr sgs

aCarlson, &I. Iharetesa ?zZl - as ateroctiwe awetertotfria
processing.

3.0. Wandi, S. Nyberg, K. bratems., C.A. Bode is eueosa of Harr-iidreth's
mdal for e4gP detection.

offprint of NU4 Contributions at dou Ui Uemsei Coneree on bag.
Analysis, fleleiohi, 15-17 Jae 1961, pp 24-333;
PMA reprints 1981/82s11

(142) IPOA report 130053-91
Imp. mothilas basediO *&Lwr liahiag (is 9661mb)
3.0. O~md and A. bamfti
A am mdthd is presemtei Sot snoebiag iae by Seia a losel wmigbui swe.

A mse s La absbated of thu mu is shick aijama imp. ebme baea topter, en
tuis se aes do she k bn~m eene. Ibi malme to a seen * o h ea~veriam
path@ of le%* tob~~ o&me. It vo Ismi haet do memi pv Isipse
th n me aa" uibp somw is aem I im elSUT 41GN isses

wasistln~7 asinssime nw nleemibbe bsbag-I - ,,.'e.;1  Waaa sRaesAI)& n Wislwis

"Os Ilm a m o*s wm *M mf oft ton$ s Pmo fte I"s abj
SmsS~~~~~~m* ofdb ~ ~ 4 . ~ w p w . a e abs

"a" watm w lo """WN

#sim "s maie "P am 4w mw of be*.
*~I **a -* Soft*~~ U . M

tab to 4f is &"I" do ae A"W " a " sa wa
40 00 AM" *a "I 40b "0t J b ~ a- a$m*Nw&
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(145) VGA report C30257-E1
smport of a visit to the USA in the laser field, 1981
owe steinvall January 1982
Thin report gives a brief account of & visit to the USA in the field of laser

radar. The purpose of the visit was for the author to attend vith his ova contribution

at a SI conference (The Iat. Soc. for Optical Engineering) at which the session on
"Coherent Infrared Radars" ws specially covered. After the confereincet a umber of

study visits were paid to industries and college*, with sahasis on the fields of "02
laser radars end depth-sounding lasers.

(146) 10A report 00260-31
Annual report for 1981
VGA Branch 32, Informiation Processing, and Branch 53, psychology of Inforiat ion
Technique.

February 1982
The report gives a general review of activities in infornation processing and

psychology for infortotion techniques in calendar year 1980.

(147) VGA report C302431-E1
Study visit to the VU in 1963
Rolf Uelgodt and Sj~rn lhedn February 1982
The purpose of the visit was to attend the SINE sy aoim "The 25th Anal

International Technical Syuposiu on -Instroont Kispley", San Diege, 24-28 August 1961 ,
and also to visit various industries to study the developusat of pyrbelectric sasaic

detectors with seniconductor readout, and ON technology and its application in the

Z2 Oesmaications

(348) VGA report 330052-2A coopariso betim "seleiv mas-tranaported and selesior-dif fed silicon
(in English)
3. Sharsten ad L.J. Lindtrns

Belnidmpd sliOM (SUSed) he. an optically defective state Webc aibits

AI seasitivity to tafvtwed abeout tho 4 va region, whih miles Site* to he used to
advatae as as tit datector. Is order to stafy its optical aed pbyvical properties,

te hde of pteducing Blfe wee INpreamy

() pebs throug a eenowwed h-transpevt reactieft, anm

IeWWuMue Uwe take With a $*aner ttowteum iefrniod $psatromter (lInk),

awd the reemits dosstefto that stnlar optically detective stro sowu. ~
1* aosvienhuteeI bsSn Vtifth. 1 Aebutpift paths an indiation

shsAMA 4W, ONs 18 mw 100 she Mavtegp st~eftma of dhe dedeets in tdo two
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minute from a network of 24 gmge. The area in which the rain gauges ware located at

I ks intervals was situated from Farsta to IS* ka south of it.

The program of wasuremnts formed part of a co-operative project between the
Swedish Tolecomnicationa Authority and the Mi., its purpose being to study meteoro-

logical influence, on the propagation of radio waves over 10 (En.

The rain measurements also formed part of a projeact ordered by IMV concerning

"The radar properties of precipitation".

(15SO) ?OA report C30255-32
Sinary sequences with auto-correlationa and cross-correlations In a prescribed
range (in haglish)
Iva EdMarl Decebr 1981
The principal object of this activity was to find a method of constructing

quantities of binary sequences. all having the property that their auto-correlations

and cross-correlations Ile within a prescribed range. The length of the sequences is

assumed to be between 500 and 1200 binary digits.

One such method is described and the test results are given. Comparison@ are
draw with results from quantities of sequences chosen at random.

Us aleo present a s*rway of sequeaces having the property that when such a
sequence is compared with the ame sequence cyclically shifted by a nomher of steps

(this nv~ar not being a multiple of the length an), they always differ by
positions. This section also serves "as n introduction to the principal problem of
findingR quantities With their auto- and cress-correlations within a prescribed rangp.

33 %Wnidem a-iatie, a"d %amn identification

(151) FO repgr C3215"t
An Iaslp stoe for Ml - its structure #ad application
Staffaft Limiataf February I002

IMe h impeg store has been reoted to in order to investigate the improvemats
tbe epected In spatial reselutimn, both in static sed dyssic *am"e, ffor htore

electric Vidleen 64pirmmst (MMY hed is seot. 374. Tn eastrativg it therefore the

Jspecial problem 06iA as" is the use of ISV were allesad to influme the isigs.
farthermo sky redwedat imp inbmden~ is set. placeed In tdwes to the Imng
store prcesses84 e001 tbet iMfseUsion ALA is 11400ded by the eizsnla field Of VidOM
of M. ghe impgo" teoi be64 en balf-ims sd it am e 2-51 talf-imp.e and

2-S2 sidevas hel-ims. ftsedik-ia to the c~qer aen be atod out via a

Lab th ople suno a asssimn6 Japsoewmn is caind J& hopmlity

usin Vol" a *01ow1 son"*. V"s ssto Wafts* ad lS slamahiss ratis.

_-, ""IN'jo iW *A 410siit .5Ase

gal,~~~ 10t g w Im



(1S)) IDA report C30249-34
A measuring system fox laser spot studies h ~ 16
Sun* Johoasmo end Bengt CarisDeebeeI"
The report describes a system for recording sad mvlysis of variations in the

intensity of a laser pulse after passing through a divergsot lens. The @*users used
for the system hae their greatest sensitivity in the useelongtk venue 62fr-1070 sis.
A pulsed laser emitter with a wavelength of 1060 =n was used in the presnt case. An
arrwaeaut consisting of 12 seors attached to a muttable ea vu moeted at 4050.a
fra the emtter. in this case the surface bae studied was a circle of 2 s diamter.
The available electronics for the systema provide for the csaection of 16 seen*r.
Vbem exrsuded to this larger sysose the method my~ porep be applicebl for studies
of the trenasieei propet is* of arosol@. The 256 seasors are then piseed in the fors
of a mtria.

Two different laser eitters wore used is the present euperimmst for studying
variations Of intensity in s "do"use (W020 us).

2110he of VIN ed eryotl 'video receivers with pro-olificatimn 18

The geort describes a enthed of determining the sensitivity of a receiver
consisting of a. bre0n 1 aplifier tellmd by a squaro-low, detector ed a 'video
soplifior.

As a first stp" h ro~eqired sienelhsise ratio before the detector is
deteromd, bosed em the desired vole *f the peboilivy of deteetiesnd the dmager

of false alarm", end the Maio betwe hendidth before sed aft the detestor. Them
se doe seesad step dhe sostivity Is *eamst ia the ordinary my, wbsin h values
for looses, msife Isfetw a bbidt btfefss d Atestor.

Zn orde to fiaoilitgte the first SOV Is elteuatiss the sensitivity, the
raesor isoludes asw for the requined .is$V4soIs ro We -r the detestor s a

LOS iemf tho'eobLty of doetsie ust of ates Alam end bhdadt rtio. The

tecuel besis for thes ownvs was devised togthe vith KDs d aldb. Preownift

for die eadlnltien vd plottifg was carried *at by Ien M pt
* tse veort tosher aisawwsee the noqado aflinieftift helr tdo daeteor,

L ed also the indicaet sestivity for the oobkd sa m neseis fto a
* 41 respectively.

uao

"Won 01
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f The litetrature quoted covers tha period4 from about 1940 up to and including the

Quetions particularly involving ACprotection were ntincluded except where

they conern the general vent ilation and state of air-conditioning in shelters (eq gas
traps and sand f ilters).

Original reports and pbotostats of the material are available from the library,

FW (ams copy) and exerpts have bees passed in one copy to Cfs.

(156) "a& report C3403061I Preliminary data from am analysis of som wild plats previously med in Sweden
as food or emrgency food, 1.
Stefan Minems January 1 952
AnMalytical data are presented for a numer of wild plants used as food. The

constituents analysed are chiefly carbohydrates and vitamin C, but also protein, amino

acids, mineral substances, ash and water content were also determined for a number of
species. The methods emloyed for analysis of carbohydrates and vitamin C are relatively

now, and have not been used to a great extant on similar material.

The results indicate that the spocies analysed are rich in carbohydrate and

vitamin C, and that analyses of raw protein should be supplemented by analyses of the

amino acids owing to the variable composition of plant proteins.

(IS?) Ga report C5403"-I
Studies of woose repellents
V. 21orsell and others February 1962

tn view of the increasing numer of traffic accidents involving moose, efforts

are being Ende to f ind coutereasures. mog other things these include the use of

deterrents or repellents thick will peent mass from venturing on to busy hihays.

-About a score of substances have bosw studied for their mmos-repelling effects.

Proms the amnal world for instance poultry mssie and certain extracts of it have show

m interesting results. rom the plant world the mmapplies to sa foetida and

It eport XLVI, IPSO, KUD

Medical studies of an emergaey in Dblepa. NOu outrage at the Central
station am 2 Agst IM6
Loosent 3ergmIn and others

On) I ands etheos

I.* asi& an al m
lb~ ~ ~ ~~~~~n"Vt bmnn utiln am mlily piete

49du 40 6a f Srn win snl a Vt 14 intod ageless am (vielam
*j5, *AUA). ad a ?fr'da"Id b"~ MM~ 0nps~S (1". 0.16).-a
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spatial frequency component# in ths. impg was multiplied in a computer by the ratio

between the patient's sensitivity rating and the sm of an aged-notched reference group,

after which a modified image was obtained. The image* Illustrate that here the poor
image quality occurs with the general loss of contrast sensitivity, even when visual

definition is only modrately reduced.

Offprint from Acts, Ophthalmologica (1)991), 59, 774-783;initos iao 92

sensors ad the chlorine gas sensors developed at YOM
gink Dshlgren and Lars Nigglid Jnay18) ~ A chlorine Sao sensor has been developed at FOM4, which is intended for use/

in measuring concentrations of chlorine gas at about the medical safety limit for
chlorine (0.5 ppa). Tbe principle of the sensor, which is of the semiconductor type, is

that it registers tealectrical cagswihoccur iathnfilmwhnirecsit

chlorine gas.

to order to evaluate the sonsor, comparative tests ware performed with two

semiconductor sensors and an electrochemical sensor as used in chlorine gas indicators,

and with three different Vigaro sensors.

Tbe results demnstrate tint the VOL sensor, as against the other semiconductor
sensors, has a namber of unique properties which my make it mere suitable for use, sq

in chlorine gas indicators. The technique of maufacturing It and the methods of

measurmnt can also be used in developing sensors for gases other than chlorine.

(161) 10A report CSM2-W
Real-time simulatise in a terrain moeal. A general description. (I& Znglish)
Keoth Carlsson Jauary 1"2
A simulator is described, the central ceme:ma of which is a model of an

actual section of pend. Soe simulator is Intened for wse in bavieural research
lnto perception ad cogmitien with aftlistim to variosswmu system. Tbe terrain)
model, which measures 3 x 5 u, is ns aa sooi f It100. A turntablet semoe as a platform

for sadin devices, optical squipmut ad mospen. For prpose of point ing on the

surface of the madel, S# as feeeeok to a meskrm,. a lasor pointer is wsed. A mobile
tare am be mewed AMsu e sate of the model an amy desizvd liner path. A
digital -qmer soutres doe simuAtor and petoum all the calculations during a
siulation Dprsim. Ammg other tbkW the aiesiss configuration can be use" in
10084216ebOe liot eti-tet Oien sPtMM. A spimstle is presented.

in leaftfifl systems devemts som problem

0ion *w 0#I0U '1 *" en %Oget (3 am~ ar"Itel oeletian of
dwa nao SWMad P04" t mo W 3 a beseihssud trmson 09

intuus1AYM 4d QW 0k Qs A dWu a Ss pao in eo s p

~ P 0 ~ i~t- dtsdessi S EE:5
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() The transfer of knowledge is discussed from the point of view of a mnodel of
*path* of knowledge". This raises a need for'action as regard* (a) documentation and

evaluation, (b) the research process and (c) the process of systems dovelopoent.

(2) The evaluation of the ergonomic process of operating the system reveals that

the "apcts which cause problems have to do with (a) conflicting objectives,
(b) functional thinking, (c) certain constraints on the real freedom of the ergonomist/

designer, and (d) irrational circumstances. In defining the problems and exemlifying

sow likely reeis* it would seem as though the causes, conflicts or obstacles are not

exclusively ergonomic, nor that the remedies are purely ergonomic. Tailure to take
suitable counteraction however leads to negative ergonomic consequ ee. This involves
the ergonomist in an undefined role-laying situation. This therefore raises the need

for modifying the role of, the ergonomist in tecbaical systems developent. The problem
is how the ergowomic contribution to decision-making information should be designed
(a normative aspect), and how this contribution should cows before the right decision-
maker on the right occasion (an orgamisational. "asct coupled with the problem of the

transfer of knoledge).
(3) Questin of criteria. 1&at cheracterise a well-executed ergonomic operation?

The report distinguishes a contribution to the scientific world from ao which is
* practice-oriented. A scientific ergonomic study ought to bear theoretical fruit. it

implies firstly that a scientific fumdamestal requirmt. sy for validity, reliability,

consistency, comprehnsibility. simplicity end the obseamcs of ethical and formal

standarda, should be satisfied, and that the problem eugt to posees some theoretical

interest.
An applicationr-oriented ergaoomc study should beor practUic fruit. Sam

criteria which may be ment ioned include relewence, applicability, credibtility M
4 cominicability. For critical orgeasmi activities aimed particularly at the development

of owels ova discipline, the damods on the esrgouLst for accurac, precision and
freedom from bis are intesifiod.

I' ~it is important for all criteria affecting technical systems de"selemem to be
explicitly worded, otherwise they will *ot be ebeerwe* there w* sme festers which
are underestimated though ef miens ergsne imsrtae, smah as ethical, seetic

anid cultural preferomees. By ebeeirwiag tdo releamt crieria the e, at should be
able not only to propos altermatiwe esmaweg ef ati.. be also to Am a netatiuehp
between proposed ergonomic mosawa, spots. effects sed the bialegisal ost/befit. I

(163) lOA report CS34____-___

Transfer of Unoldgs in r g'"mg k w ts of as inquiry

puehoo emeefted with the tAae ad i - £ it 4W the
Posuam otsbedw a book$ b for s ONW NOMMOGI an ad which PmOSU esW

simes.me ftNw "a is somp (1)di OU OMIN MU Ou~kmn stl mdowl
sesoft5 is spp amls ad (0 einsadeosim and AmA9 inns evaeds. ed

Wr
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M5 Economic studies

(167) FOA report CI0191-5
Money and prices in Sweden reconsidered (in English)
Curt Wells September 1981

During the 1970a economists became interested in identifying causal relations.

During the same decade the monetarists bare maintaining that inflation can be controlled

only if growth of the money supply is reduced. This report presents a statistical method

of discovering causal relations, and it then applies them to Swedish statistics

(1871-1970) for prices and the money supply. The conclusion is that the simple model

does not reflect the reality, that the causal relation works both ways: inflation is a

function of expansion of the money supply, but also that the converse is true.

M6 Information systems

(168) FOA report C10199-M6
A suggested message structure standard for GILT (in English)
Jacob Palm February 1982

The GILT project is an international co-operative project to develop methods of

exchanging messages among different types of computerised communication systems. The

intention is for computers to be able to interconnect themselves in conformity with the

international computer network standard X.25 and send one another textual messages

formatted in terms of originator, recipient, text, date etc.

This report contains a Swedish proposal for the drafting of this standard. This

proposal is not identical with the final standard, which the project will be compiling.

WS Joint research and study projects

(169) FOA report C10195-MS
A numerical investigation of some quadratic polynomials containing a high
density of prims, Part I, (in English)
Staffan Wrigge December 1981

This report examines some second-order polynomials with "high density of primes".
r 2

It principally studies Euler's polynomial n - n + 41 and the Karst polynomial

2n + 40o + I . The investigation was performed as a stage in experiments to find

methods of "producing" large prime nubers. These are in fact required in certain modern

enciphering system (the RM method).

T 3UAM MASUES PON LIITATI AND CONTROL OF AAMAIT

TI Seismological multiple stations
(170) FOA report C20443-TI

Comndata be expriment - revised event bulletin (in English) '
Harriet Ohlso. February 1982

Under the Comon Data ase Experimnt (CMH) conducted in October 1980 seismic
data wme collected from &a mber of stations worldide sad anlyed at the FOA in

8tckholi. Data ware collected durin t period 11 ble d i of bulletins,

boom as Level I data, from 9 stations in 21 countries, and of wave-for, data. know as
Levl 11 data, from W8 sttions in 13 countries. ,

~The list of sasic ev tts preted is a revised version of the oam published .. :

in sm inertim report ad at the Comtes an Disamamet mastin8 of the seismic expets',..,

J OWi anw in 1961. : "
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(171) FOA report C20447-TI
Investigation of computer algorithm for automatic association of arrivals using
synthetic data (in English)
Harriet Ohlsson March 1982

A list of seismic events has been produced, based on synthetic seismic data.

The synthetic data were produced in order to constitute the best possible approximation

to what was observed in reality. Thereafter it was possible to evaluate the existing

methods of associating arrivals to seismic events and to examine the reliability of values

obtained for the parameters.

T3 Scientific documentation

(172) FOA report C10204-T3
Disarmament and development. An international research project in the UN
framework
Bo Hovstadius and Manne Wlngborg February 1982

What would be the economic consequences of worldwide disarmament? And how

could any possible savings come to benefit the LDCs in particular? These are the central

questions in a study project under the framework of the UN on the connection between

disarmament and development. This report is an attempt to illuminate the UN project and

to afford an example of how its field of problems can be organised.

One means by which disarmament might contribute to development in the LDCs is

by a stimulus to growth in the civil economy which disarmament would probably entail in

both the developed and the underdeveloped countries. Another means would be by the

transfer of resources which would be released for the support of development by

disarmament in the industrialised countries.

The amount of the contribution to international support of development which

might be provided by some future disarmament naturally depends both on how great the

cutback of military investment might be, and on how great a share of the savings would

be earmarked for development aid. In certain of the disarmament alternatives under

discussion the contribution will be extremely marginal, although in some other likely

scenarios the aid contribution increases so that before the year 2000, and perhaps by

1990, it will be as great as the present level of aid is otherwise calculated to become

by then.

(173) POA report C20446-T3
MEI0, CAS VIII Meeting, Melbourne, 8-19 February 1982 (in English)
Sture Vickerta

•7, NISCLLAIUOS (int-bouse projects, ate)

(174) FOA report C60013-XS
Staff reporting
C PA and others February 1982

The present report is to be regarded as a supplement to the staff reporting

eontaim in the N mnual report 1980/81. The report describes events within the

Zatablishtsau t Breheb ad, as distinct from the annual report, it is problem-oriented

sd forward-lookinS.

It begins with a general description of the staff situation in the FA,

folmed by varionm fvectLame and activities by the Establishents Branch.

4 - : tZ- 7 7 &.-
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EMERGENCY COUNCIL FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL DEFENCE

(175) BN report No.109
Do we believe our mass media?
Peter Arvidson (Lund University) October 1"1

This report constitutes the third and final part of the Emergency Co mcil project

on credibility. The author here has tested his four concepts of credibility - confidemce,

credibility, trust and reliability - on mass-media practices against a representative

selection of the population in the Halmhus area. The three parts make up Arvideom's

doctoral thesis in sociology.

(176) BN report No.110
The Soviet submarine and Swedish public opinion
Kurt Ttrnqvist December 1981

A small survey of public opinion was carried out from 11-17 November 1981, is

5-12 days after the Soviet submarine had left Swedish waters. The survey shove that the

will for defence continues to be high, that the proportion who considered that the

strength of defence was too small had doubled, that the proportion who felt that the

USSR represents a threat to Sweden had grown from 14-34Z over 2 months, and that almost

every third person interrogated considered that the Government's precautions were too

weak, while two-thirds considered them to be about right.

(177) BN report No.111
Opinion 81
Kurt Tdrnqvist December 1981

The Emergency Council's annual survey of public opinion was carried out in

September 1981. Among other things it reveals that satisfaction with social conditions

had become somewhat more widespread during the past year. Anxiety about political

tension in the world and an awareness of the danger of war had greatly increased.

Meanwhile the positive attitude to the USA in terms of world peace had become le

positive, and the negative attitude to the USSR had become still more negative. Willing-

ness for defence continued to be very widespread.

(178) BN conmunication No.92
Opinion surveys in the mass media
David L. Paletz and others (Public Opinion Quarterly)
Translated by Kurt T~rnqvist and Jan Skoglund

This comunication presents an American study of opinion measurements in the

mass media. The authors take a critical look at layout, content and credibility. They

study the investigators and sponsors and pass critical judgment on methods and presenta-

tion. They conclude with a discussion on the way in which opinion measurements are

interpreted and the extent to which they influence opinion and those who form opinion.

(179) BN communication No.93
A systematic catalogue of books in the library of the Emergency Council
Jan Skoglund September 1981

A current catalogue of books in the library of the Emergency Council arranged
according to the SAO system.
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(180) BN comemuication No.94
Precision journalism
Maxwell R. M4cCobs and others (Gazette)
Translated by Kurt Tdrnqvist and Jan Skoglund October 1981
This study presents a new theory and technique for news reporting, termed

precision journalism. It means that the journalist uses the method. of the social
scientist, such as opinion surveys, content analysis, field experiments ae. Using
the methods and approach of precision journalism, it will become possible to set the

current day's news against a wider context.




